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LOVE OF LIFE, p.p. 19-38 

 

I. Active vocabulary. 

 

1. Give definitions of the following words and word combinations using an 

English-English dictionary. 

2. Recall the situations in which they occur. 

3. Make up sentences of your own using the active vocabulary. 

 

1. p.21 to wince with pain 

p.26 to pulse with pain 

2. p.25 to tantalize  

3. p.25 (to be) within rifle range (to be within reach) 

p.28 (to dodge) out of reach of 

p.29 (to flutter) out of reach 

      4.  p.26 a cupful of water (a handful, a spadeful of sth.) 

            p.37 each mouthful  

      5.   p.26 by feel 

      6.   p. 26 hunger-mad 

            p. 28 hunger awoke in him 

            p. 29 pangs of the hunger 

      7.   p.28 to be afflicted with  

      8.   p.29  far (rather) afield   

      9.   p.34 to have the laugh on smb. 

      10. p.35 finicky  

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the verbs of motion. Translate the sentences 

containing these verbs.  

 

1. p. 19  limp, stagger,  stoop; 

p. 21  jerk; 

p. 23  crawl; 

p.24. linger; 

p. 26 stumble; 

p. 29. plod, crouch, falter, slouch 

 

III. Insert the proper preposition and translate the sentences. 

 

1. The other man followed – his heels. 

2. He seemed faint and dizzy and put out his free hand while he reeled, as 

though seeking support – the air. 

3. He fought – his fear and pulled himself together, groping – the water and 

recovering the weapon. 
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4. He began to shake as – an ague fit, till the gun fell – his hand – a slash.  

5. The bottom – the valley was soggy – water, which the thick moss held, 

spongelike, close – the surface.  

6. He dried his wet footgear – the fire. 

7. Sensibility, as far as concerned the yearning – food, had been exhausted. 

8. But these excursions – the real were – brief duration, for ever the pangs – the 

hunger called him back. 

9. He could see nothing near – hand, but he waited patiently. 

10. He was haunted – a fear that the food would not last. 

 

IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. Bill staggered on through the milky water. 

2. His joints were like rusty hinges. 

3. The animal was studying him with bellicose curiosity. 

4. He was animated now with the courage of fear. 

5. Came frightful days of snow and rain. 

6. Strange how the vision persisted! Yet not strange.   

7. The patience of the wolf was terrible. The man’s patience was no less 

terrible.  

8. It was no uncommon  thing now for him to stumble and fall <…>. 

9. Fate asked too much of him. 

10.  But they privily examined  his bunk, it was lined with hardtack; the 

mattress was stuffed with hardtack;  every nook and cranny was filled with 

hardtack.  

 

V. Questions and tasks. 

 

1. Describe the two men staggering among the rocks when they went down the 

bank.  

2. Describe the scenery as viewed by the other man after Bill deserted him. 

Was that a heartening spectacle?  

3. Did he feel lost and lonely when he reached the shallow valley, empty of life? 

Where did he expect Bill to wait for him? 

4. When and how did he build a fire? What did he do then?  

5. What did he see when he awoke? Was his attempt at shooting at the caribou 

successful?  

6. Enlarge on the following: “the hunger pangs were sharp.” 

7. What food was he compelled to live on? Was the game or the fish plentiful 

and accessible? What did he dream of through his restless sleep? 

8. How did he come to realize that he was lost? What gave him more trouble 

now: the hunger pangs or his heart? How did he satisfy his hunger? 
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9.   When did he feel hunger-mad again? What place did the chase of the 

mother ptarmigan lead him to? Whose footprints did he come upon? 

10. Speak on his encounter with a bear. 

11. Speak on the episode of his eating the bones of the caribou calf that the 

wolves left scattered where they had made a kill. 

12. Comment on the episode of his first encounter with the sick wolf. 

13. How did he come to know that Bill was dead? 

14. Describe the final encounter with the sick wolf. 

15. What happened to the man on board the scientific ship? 

16. Comment on the title of the story and its message. 
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                                     THE WHITE SILENCE, p.p. 39-48 

 

I.  Active vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 39 not to be worth a rap (I don’t care a rap) 

2. p. 39 to vouchsafe no reply 

3. p. 40 to keep an eye on smb (p. 40 to keep a close eye on; p. 34 to keep a 

wary eye on) 

4. p. 40 the macaronic jargon  

5. p. 41 to cut short 

6. p. 42 to be on one’s last legs 

7. p. 43 to make amends (to smb for sth) 

8. p.44 to be (as) Greek to smb  

9. p. 44 in the pinch (at a pinch; if it comes to the pinch) 

10. p. 47 to cling to the thread of life (the thread of the story; to lose the thread) 

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following words and translate the sentences 

containing these words. 

 

grub, meager, irrelevantly, laboriously, ingenuously, propinquity, penitent, 

extemporize, cursory, tyro, exhortation, aerial, sepulchre. 

 

III. Translate the following sentences containing the phrasal verbs. 

 

1. The lean brute flashed up, the white teeth just missing Mason’s throat. 

2. The woman threw off  her gloom at this, and in her eyes welled up a great 

love for her white lord <…>. 

3. “Mush! Baldy! Hi! Mush on!” Mason worked his whip smartly and, as the 

dogs whined low in the traces, broke out the sled with the gee pole. 

4. Ruth followed with the second team, leaving Malemute Kid, who had helped 

her start, to bring up the rear. 

5. The afternoon wore on, and, with the awe born of the White Silence, the 

voiceless travelers bent to their work. 

6. The sleds came down to a halt, and the dogs lay down in the snow without a 

whimper. 

7.  I had thought of cleaning up and pulling for the Outside next year – her and 

I – but it’s too late. 

8. You can’t stand by me – and I charge you, a dying man, to pull on.  

9. You may change for the better; something may turn up. 

10. <…> Mason swung into his aerial sepulcre, and Malemute Kid lashed the 

dogs into a wide gallop as he fled across the snow. 
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IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. It was such a palpable truism that none [no reply – T.K.] was necessary. 

2. A row among the dogs cut short the wonders of the Outside, and by the time  

the snarling combatants were separated, she had lashed the sleds and all was 

ready for the trail. 

3. No more conversation; the toil of the trail will not permit such extravagance. 

4. And of all heartbreaking labors, that of breaking trail is the worst. 

5. Sole speck of life journeying across the ghostly wastes of a dead world, he 

[man – T.K.] trembles at his audacity, realizes that his is a maggot’s life, 

nothing more. 

6. And the fear of death, of God, of the Universe, comes over him <…>. 

7. But Malemute Kid restrained himself, though there was a world of reproach 

in his eyes<…>. 

8. For generations it had stood there, and for generations destiny had had this 

one end in view <…>. 

9. <…> the cold and silence of outer space had chilled the heart and smote the 

trembling lips of nature. 

10. Then the great tree, burdened with its weight of years and snow, played its 

last part in the tragedy of life. 

 

V.  Questions and tasks. 

 

1. What were the two men talking about when they were having their last 

meager lunch? What made the prospect so disheartening?  

2. How did the two friends manage to force their dogs to mush on? What made 

it such a laborious process? Did they travel on a beaten track? Were the dogs 

obedient? How did Mason treat them? 

3. What happened to Mason? How did Malemut Kid and Ruth take the tragedy? 

What did the stricken man whisper to the Kid? What were the dying man’s 

last words and wishes?    

4. Why did Malemut Kid give up his hunt and hasten to the camp? What did he 

see there? What was the result of the fight with the dogs? 

5. What trouble did morning bring? How did Malemut Kid bring the dogs to 

submission? What did he do after he made Ruth go out on the trail in the 

foremost sled? When did he finally leave the place?  

6. Comment on the phrase personifying Nature as follows: “Nature has many 

tricks wherewith she convinces man of his finity <…>” (p. 42) 

Does Nature play a trick on Mason thus counterbalancing his cruelty 

towards Carmen by the disastrous accident that befell him?  
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                      TO  BUILD  A  FIRE, p.p. 49 -65 

 

 

I.   Active  Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 49 save for;  p. 52 save that 

2. p.52 to be (not much) given to doing sth (thinking, etc) 

3. p. 52 to experience a pang of regret ;(p. 27 hunger pangs; p. 29 pangs of the 

hunger) 

4. p. 55 to outwit smb/sth  

5. p. 57 to lay down the law  

6. p.58 to count for little (much) 

7. p. 58 the fire was blotted out  

p. 60 the match went out 

p. 60 to blow out the matches 

       8.  p. 63 it was a matter of life and death (with the chances against him) 

            (p. 58 to hear one’s own sentence of death)   

       9.  p. 59 to do sth with all one’s might 

       10. p.59 to drive the thought out of one’s mind 

             p.59 to drive the life out of one’s fingers 

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following words. 

    Translate the sentences containing these words. 

 

    Wolf- dog, muzzle, imperative, old- timer, willy- nilly, folly, to capsize, 

avalanche, flotsam, to scoop, to whine, to snarl, to bristle 

 

III. Insert the article where necessary. Translate the sentences. 

 

1. – day had broken cold and gray, exceedingly cold and gray, when – man 

turned aside from – main Yukon trail and climbed – high earth – bank <…>. 

2. It was – steep bank, and he paused for – breath at                                                                

– top, excusing – act to himself by looking at his watch. 

3. – north and – south, as far as his eye could see, it was – unbroken white, 

save  for a dark   hairline that curved and twisted around – spruce-cover 

island to – south, and that curved and twisted away into – north <…>.                                                              

4. In – fact, he carried nothing but – lunch wrapped in – handkerchief. 

5. – foot of snow had fallen since – last sled had passed over, and he was glad 

he was without – sled, traveling light. 

6. Once clear of – danger, he took – fresh chew of – tobacco and swung along 

at his four mile gait. 

7. In – course of – next two hours he came upon several similar traps. 

8. This was – matter of instinct.  

9. Then he got out – matches and proceeded to make – fire. 
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10. On – other hand, there was no keen intimacy between – dog and – man. 

 

IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. He was a newcomer in the land, a chechaquo, and this was his first winter. 

2. He was quick and alert in the things of life, but only in the things, and not in 

the significances.  

3. Sometimes a skin of ice half an inch covered them, and in turn was covered 

by the snow. 

4. He stood and studied the creek bed and its banks, and decided that the flow 

of water came from the right. 

5. Possibly all the generations of his ancestry had been ignorant of cold, of 

real cold, of cold one hundred and seven degrees below freezing point. But 

the dog knew; all its ancestors knew, and it had inherited the knowledge.  

6. The blood was alive, like the dog, and like the dog it wanted to hide away 

and cover itself up from the fearful cold. 

7. There was the fire, snapping and cracking and promising life with every 

dancing flame. 

8. <…> the thick German socks were like sheaths of iron halfway to the knees; 

and the moccasin strings were like rods of steel all twisted and knotted as by 

some conflagration. 

9. He should not have built the fire under the spruce tree. He should have built 

it in the open. 

10. The dead fingers could neither touch nor clutch.  

 

V.  Questions  and tasks. 

 

1. What were the scenery and the weather like when the man climbed the steep 

bank of the Yukon river? Did it impress the man? 

2. What were the dog’s thoughts about the cold and the man? What did the dog 

and its master look like? 

3. Was the man inclined to thinking? What were his thoughts about? What did 

he do to escape the danger of getting into the water pool? 

4. What did he do at twelve o’clock? Why did he decide to make a fire? Why 

was the dog disappointed when they left the fire? 

5. How did he happen to break through the spring? Describe the process of 

making a fire. How did the man feel? Why did he recall the advice of the 

old-timers?  

6.  What happened when he was trying to untie his Mocassins? What did the 

accident lead to? Did he succeed in making a new fire? Was he capable of 

striking a match? 

7. What idea did the sight of the dog put in his head? Why did he release the 

dog?  
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8. Could the man handle his body, arms and hands? Did he have any 

premonitions about his reaching the camp? Did the idea of running there 

work at all? 

9. How did he take the idea of sleeping off to death? What was he dreaming 

about? What did the dog do? 
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                                 THE  MAN  WITH  THE  GASH, p.p. 66-77 

 

I.  Active Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 66 to be a victim to              

      p. 67 to be a victim of 

       2.  p. 67 the bane of one’s existence (the bane of one’s life) 

       3.  p. 67 in or out of (in and out; ins and outs) 

       4.  p. 47 in the grip of nightmare (in the grip of poverty, in the grip of a disease) 

       5.  p. 70 to ward off (physical violence)  

       6.  p. 70 to bring smb down a peg or so (to take smb down a peg or two) 

       7.  p. 71 (to come) in the flesh (p. 68 to be in the flesh) 

       8.  p. 74 to be (to have smb) tied hand and foot 

       9.  p. 74 stakes are all set (to be at stake) 

 

II.  Study the contextual meaning of the following words and translate the 

sentences containing these words. 

 

cupidity, propensity, wayfarer, transient, edifying, ravished, transfixed, equilibrium 

 

III.  Translate the sentences. Analyse  the  morphemic structure of the underlined 

words. 

 

1. This [cupidity], in turn, had engendered a chronic distrustfulness, and his 

mind and character had become so warped that he was a very disagreeable 

man to deal with. 

2.  Jacob Kent noted these things, exercised squatter sovereignty, and moved in. 

3. True, it had been quite uncomfortable, and four had snored beneath his bunk 

all night; but then he had added appreciable weight  to the sack in which he 

kept his gold dust. 

4. He trembled with ecstasy, ravished beyond measure. 

5. The sack was empty, but the potentiality of the scales had become 

immeasurable. 

6. So utterly unnerved was he that the other paused in the mid-swing of a 

gorgeous peroration and burst into thunderous laughter. 

7. Such a thing was unheard of. 

8. Had he not inadvertently fallen asleep with his mind in such condition, the 

somnambulic demon would not have been invoked <…>. 

9.  “Well?” Kent questioned, expecting the disclosure.  

10. The gun, and old-fashioned, heavy-weighted, muzzle-loader, lay near him.  
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IV.  Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. That sack [of gold], with its glittering yellow treasure, was at once the chief 

delight and the chief bane of his existence. Heaven and hell lay within its 

slender mouth. 

2. So be continued to bleed the unfortunate who crossed his threshold, and at 

the same time to add to his trouble with every ounce [of gold dust] that went 

into the sack. 

3. Mammon laid hot fingers on his heart. 

4. The precious heaps [of gold dust], like the golden breasts of a bronze 

Cleopatra, flung back the light in a mellow glow. 

5. And thereat this fiery son of the sea  broke off into a string of Oriental 

profanity, mingling gods and devils, lineages and men, metaphors and 

monsters, with so savage a vitality that Jacob Kent was paralyzed. 

6. Try as he would, they [the eyes] wandered back to that one point [the gash]  

as inevitably as the needle to the pole.    

7. Just as the daylight laid its steel-gray hinges on the parchment window, 

Jacob Kent awoke. 

8. Wot do ye take me for? A safe deposit? 

9. Strain and strive to the uttermost, the sailor’s feet still stuck to the floor and 

sustained a part of his weight. 

10. But just a fraction of a second too soon, Cardegee rolled backward into the 

hole. 

 

V.  Questions and tasks. 

 

1. What kind of man was Jacob Kent? What drove him to Klondike? 

2. How did he make money? Was he a hospitable honest host to the wayfarers?  

3. What was the bane of his life? Speak on the nightmarish dreams he had. 

4. Who was he suddenly visited by? Give a character sketch of the sailor. Did 

his sense of humour and easy-going nature relieve Jacob Kent of his horrors?  

5. What happened at night? 

6. What did Jacob Kent accuse Jim Cardigee of? How did the story end? 
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                                    A  DAY’S  LODGING, p.p. 78-92  

 

 

I. Active vocabulary. 

 

1. p. 80 to struggle to the last ounce of effort (he hasn’t got an ounce of sense; 

an ounce of practice is worth a pound of theory) 

2. p. 83 by an effort of will 

3. p. 83 the ghost of some buried misery (the ghost of the past; the ghost of a 

smile; not to have the ghost of a chance) 

4. p. 84 take my word for it 

5. p. 84 to give up cards with civilization (to throw up one’s cards)  

6. p. 84 the name does not come to my lips (to escape one’s lips; not a word 

has passed his lips) 

7. p. 85 to blurt out 

8. p. 85 two sides to the shield  

p. 86 one side of the shield (the other side of the shield) 

      9.   p. 87 to tickle one’s vanity (it tickled him to think that) 

      10. p. 91 to keep out of (this) 

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the words that refer to guiding the dog-team. 

Translate the sentences containing these words. 

 

gee-pole, sled, trail, muzzle, to haul, to nip, to snarl, to yelp, to whine, to slip, to 

falter, to (un)harness, to (un)load, to start (the dogs), to mush on  

 

III.  Translate the following sentences containing modal verbs and their 

equivalents.  

 

1. Only a fool would travel at such a temperature. If it  isn’t eighty below, it’s 

because it’s seventy-nine. 

2. The light in the cabin was dim, <…> so that John Messner could not make 

out very well what the woman looked like. 

3. That was to be expected – two sides to the shield. Living in Berkeley I only 

get the one side. 

4. “Night is coming on. You can’t stop here. You can’t!  I tell you, you simply 

can’t!”                    “Of course, I can. I might remind you that I found this 

cabin first, and that you are my guests.” 

5. “Then we’ll have to go,” she announced decisively. 

6. You’ve already slightly chilled your lungs. Besides, he is a physician, and he 

knows. He would never permit it [to go]. 

7. Don’t think I came here looking for you, Theresa. Your vanity shall not be 

tickled by any such misapprehensions.  

8. There is nothing to forgive, Theresa. I really should thank you.  
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9. “I know how you must feel about me,” Womble began. 

10. The receiver [of the bribe] is as bad as the thief, you know; and you needn’t 

console yourself with any fictitious moral superiority concerning this little 

deal. 

 

IV.  Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. The rest of his face was protected by a thick beard, golden-brown under its 

coating of frost. 

2. Ahead of him the river split into many channels to accommodate the freight 

of islands it carried on is breast.  

3. No animals nor humming insects broke the silence. No birds flew in the chill 

air. 

4. The world slept, and it was like the sleep of death. 

5. What I like about it is the struggle, the endeavour with one’s own hands, the 

primitiveness of it, the realness. 

6. “You’re gossiping like a pair of beldames,” she chided them. 

7. “I am coming back to you, John. I am coming back today … now.” 

8. The husband seems then to have had not a savoury reputation in San 

Fransisco? 

9. What I  want to know is how do you find her? Up to expectations?  

10. He was a little scholastic shrimp without a drop of real blood in his body. 

 

V.  Questions and tasks.  

 

1. Describe the process of driving the sled in the trail and the scenery as viewed 

by John Messner. 

2. What drove him into a wild panic? 

3. Where did the dogs stop? How did the man make them climb the bank? 

What did the log cabin look like? 

4. Describe the newcomers. Was John Messner a hospitable host? 

5. Did John Messner take any interest in the woman? When did he suddenly 

become alert to her presence and personality? What did the woman do then? 

6. What did the men speak about? Did Messner introduce himself? What 

incident did they recollect from the past? 

7. How did the woman behave when her husband left the cabin for a little while? 

Was Messner happy at the woman’s confession? 

8. Did he tell her husband who the host of the cabin was? On what condition 

did Messner agree to leave the cabin? What did he do with the sack of gold? 

How do you interpret his actions? 
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               THE  ONE  THOUSAND  DOZEN, p.p. 94-110  

 

I.  Active Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 94 in (the) face of  

p. 98 in the teeth of 

      2.   p. 95 to say nothing of  

      3.   p. 96 to be clean grit (to have plenty of grit; to show grit) 

      4.   p. 95 to hit upon the idea of   

      5.   p. 96 in a frenzy of haste (a frenzy of despair; to drive smb to frenzy; to 

work oneself into a frenzy) 

      6.   p. 96 the freeze-up came (the freeze-up heralded the death of one’s hope) 

      7.   p. 98 Take it or leave it.  

      8.   p. 99 to be prone to (cowardice, anger, laziness, error) 

      9.   p. 106 beyond price  

                       beyond endurance 

10.p 110 to turn to stone 

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the words connected with boating and sailing. 

    Translate the sentences containing these words. 

 

to steer, steerage, to disembark, portage, stranded, to calk=caulk, freight, craft, oar, 

seam, butt, jibe=gybe, gunwale, mast, sail, overboard, to bail, barge, windward, to 

hand, hauling-line, halyard, to paddle, surf, cargo, to drift, backward 

 

III.  Translate the following sentences. Define the- ing form and its function.  

 

1. That eggs would sell at Dawson for five dollars a dozen was a safe working 

premise. 

2. His calculations were all thrown out and he was just  proceeding to recast 

them when he hit upon the idea of weighing small eggs. 

3. He was the first to run out of Linderman, but, disdaining the portage, piled 

his loaded on the rocks in the boiling.  

4. Rasmunsen grinned and tightened his aching grip on the sweep. 

5. The Alma was crushed in the jamming of the floes, but the eggs were intact. 

6. Being a man of the one idea, now that the idea had come, it mastered him. 

7. He was unaware of other things, seeing them as through a glass darkly, and 

giving them no thought. 

8. The rim ice was impossible to reckon on, and he dared it without reckoning, 

falling back on his revolver when his driver demurred. 

9. It was awkward, and where the going was bad he was compelled to back-trip 

it sled by sled, though he managed most of the time, through herculean 

efforts, to bring all along on the one haul. 

10. He, also, was in the traces, hauling with what little strength was left in him.   
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IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. Besides, had not her own cousin, – though a remote and distant one to be 

sure the black sheep, the harum-scarum, the ne’er-do-well, – had not he 

come down out of that weird North country with a hundred thousand in 

yellow dust, to say nothing of a half-ownership in the hole from which it 

came? 

2. Further, a great anxiety brooded over the camp where the boats were built. 

3. To harrow Rasmunsen’s soul further, he discovered three competitors in the 

egg business. 

4. Flour, bacon, beans, blankets, cooking stove, ropes, odds and ends, 

everything he could get hands on, flew overboard. 

5. A big whitecap broke just beyond, washing over the barge and leaving the 

Alma half swamped. 

6. A cruel east wind blew in his teeth from Tugish, but he got the oars over the 

side and bucked manfully into it <…>. 

7. It was a haggard, unkempt  man who limped across the shining office floor 

to raise a second mortgage from the bank people. 

8. He fought the men to stay with him, fought the dogs to keep them away from 

the eggs, fought the ice, the cold and the pain of his foot, which would not 

heal.  

9. Soon there was a pushing and shoving and shouldering, and a great clamor. 

 

V.  Questions  and  tasks. 

 

1. Describe the main character of the story. Comment on the opening line of 

the story: “David Rasmunsen was a hustler, and, like many a greater man, a 

man of the one idea.” What plan did be conceive of and start to realize?  

2. What difficulties did he have to face and overcome? What was the situation 

like concerning the boat-building, the competitors and steering the boat. 

3. Was it a safe sailing? What happened to the other crafts that Rasmunsen’s 

boat rushed by? Why did he dispose of the baggage? Did his boat escape the 

collision with the ten-ton barge?  

4. How did his name and fame spread through the land? Did he manage to fight 

out the storm, the wreck and the freeze-up? What did he do when the Alma 

was crushed in the jamming of the floes?  

5. How did he raise a second mortage from the bank people? What did he do 

two weeks later? How did it go – handling the mutinous Indians, wild dogs 

and a trackless trail? How did he happen to lose the Indians? 

6. Did he feel dispirited and distraught on his arrival when saw the ingoing 

Klondikers, who were fresh and fat, much unlike him and his dogs – that 

were jaded and worn down to the skin and bone?  
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7. Why was Dawson in the bitter clutch of famine? Was the situation better at 

the Little Salmon and Selkirk. What did he and his dogs live on? Why did he 

refuse to sell the eggs? 

8. How did he look when he arrived at Stewart River, seventy miles from 

Dawson? Who was his first customer? How was Rasmunsen’s business 

going? Did he sell all the eggs? What drove him to suicide? What is, in your 

opinion, the message of the story? 
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                         FINIS: A TRAGEDY OF THE FAR NORTHWEST, p.p. 111-127 

 

I.  Active  Vocabulary. 

   

1. p. 113 at most 

2. p. 114 by sheer will  

p. 127 by a desperate effort  

      3.   p. 114 to keep up the heat of one’s body 

      4.   p. 116 to be an easy prey to  

      5.   p. 116 to be teemed with (life, people, etc) 

      6.   p. 117 to ease the grip on smb (to tighten, release, loosen one’s grip on sth) 

      7.   p. 119 his legs gave way under him  

      8.   p. 122 to run smb down  

      9.   p. 125 what with (his crippled condition)  

            p. 126 what with (his fair hair)  

      10. p. 125 to have a fleeting thought that  

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following partitives. Translate the sentences 

containing these words. 

 

crumbs (of tobacco); small particles (of foreign substance) brim (of the 

glass);flaps (of the cap); ear flaps; the edge (of the bank); a piece (of meat); 

scraps (of meat); a chunk (of meat) 

 

III. Translate the following sentences with inverted word-order. 

 

1. Here and there in this rubbish were crumbs of tobacco. 

2.  With resolve came action. 

3.  Between him and the river were three hundred yards of flat ground covered 

with cottonwoods.  

4. Then there came a cold snap. 

5. In his ears were strange sounds. 

6. Then came eight dogs drawing the sled. 

7. At the front of the sled, guiding it by the gee pole, walked John Thompson. 

8.  There was no money-belt around the waist next to the skin, nor did he find a 

gold sack. 

 

IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise.  

 

1. His face had a wistful, hungry expression. 

2. Doubt was in them, and anxiety and foreboding. 

3. “Enough for a drink?” he asked, laying an apparently empty gold sack upon 

the bar. 
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4.  The temperature rose, and soon the snow began to fall – dry and fine and 

crystallike.  

5. Chance conspired against him.  

6. But on the sled for which he waited were dogs that would drag him, food 

that would fan up the flame of his life, money that would furnish sea and 

sun and civilization. Sea and sun and civilization became terms 

interchangeable with life, his life <…>. 

7. The temperature went down and down – forty, fifty, sixty degrees below zero. 

8. In his weak condition he was an easy prey, and the frost sank its teeth deep 

into him before he fled away to the tent and crouched by the fire.  

9. It [the dead moose] was a Klondike of meat. 

10. He need no longer wait for the sledload of life. The moose was the sledload 

of life.  

 

V.  Questions  and  tasks.  

 

1. What does the story begin with? 

2. Where did Morganson go? What did he and the barkeeper speak about? 

3. What did he do after he left the saloon? Where did he pitch a tent? What did 

he do in the morning? How long did he expect his food supply to last? 

4. What features of his character are revealed by the description of his trail-

watch? Did he descend to the trail? 

5. How did he feel when the temperature went down to sixty degrees below 

zero? Why did the occasional stir of life on the trail bother him so much? 

6.  Describe the process of moose-hunting. What did he do when he saw the 

wolves that had eaten most of the meat supply?  

7. What idea did he become obsessed by? How did he come to know the date? 

Describe his visit to the saloon. Whom did he meet there? 

8. How did he bring his plan into action? What was the end of the story? 

Comment on the title of the story. Does the focal character arouse any shred 

of sympathy, regret or understanding?  
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                           THE  STORY  OF  KEESH, p.p. 128-135 

 

I. Active  Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 129, 132 to see to it that  

2. p. 129 babe(s) in arms (babes in the wood; babes and sucklings; babe unborn; 

a mere babe in the ways of the world) 

3. p. 129 to be made a mock by (to mock smb; to make a mockery of smb) 

4. p. 130 Take this for my last word (to have the last word) 

5. p. 130 to be soft (slow, meek) of speech (soft-spoken) 

6. p. 130 in token of one’s grief  

7. p. 131 to be overcome with joy (grief, rage, etc.)  

8. p. 132 to be given to sth (doing sth) (to be given to boasting; he was not a 

man given to compassion)   

9. p. 133 the council was called  

10. p. 135 at its close; to bring to a close; to come to a close 

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following archaic words. Translate the 

sentences containing these words.   

  

ere long, off times, thou, hast, dost, ye, shouldst,  mayhap, aye, thee, (tongues) a-

tremble, nay, know not, behold (my eyes beheld)  

 

III. Translate the following sentences with inverted word-order. 

 

1. So long ago did he live that only the old men remember his name, his name 

and the tale, which they got from the old men before them <…>. 

2. Never shall I speak in the council again, never again-till the men come to me 

and say, “It is well, Keesh, that thou shouldst  speak, it is well and it is our 

wish. 

3. Never did boys of his tender age go forth to hunt, much less to hunt alone. 

4. Also were there shakings  of heads and prophetic mutterings, and the women 

looked pityingly at Ikeega, and her face was grave and sad. 

5.  The killing of a polar bear is very dangerous, but thrice dangerous is it, and 

three time thrice, to kill a mother bear with her cubs. 

6. Thus began the mystery of Keesh, a mystery that deepened and deepened 

with the passing of the days. 

7. Never does he take a dog with him, and dogs are of such great help, too. 

8. Then did the bear grow angry, and rise up on his hind legs, and growl.   

9. Never did I see such a sight! 

10. Then into the hollow goes the whalebone, so tightly coiled, and another 

piece of blubber is fitted over the whalebone. 
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IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. The hunters, grizzled and gray, and lusty and young, were aghast. 

2. He is no man that he should talk to men and graybeards!  

3. The anger boiled a white heat. 

4. “He will be back ere long,” they say cheeringly. 

5. But a day passed, and a second, and on the third a wild gale blew, and there 

was no Keesh. 

6. And there was importance in his step and arrogance in his speech.  

7. Mayhap they be not evil, but good, these spirits,” others said. 

8. But it was the mystery of Keesh’s marvelous hunting that took chief place in 

all their minds. 

9. “And … and … and wilt thou tell us, O Keesh?” Klosh-Kwan finally asked 

in a tremulous voice. 

10. The ends were sharp as needle points.  

 

V.  Questions  and  tasks. 

 

1. Describe Keesh and his family. 

2. What was his speech at a council about? Why did it require dignity and 

manhood to speak out? What was his last word? 

3. What did he do the next day? How long did he stay away? Did he come into 

the village repentant and defeated? Why was there much doubt and 

discussion at first? What finally convinced his countrymen that Keesh was a 

true hunter? 

4. Why was the mystery of Keesh deepened with the passing of the days? Why  

was there talk of witchcraft in the village?  What added to his merit as a 

hunter? How did he treat the old and the women? How was his igloo built?  

5. What did Ugh-Gluk tax him with to the face? What did the council 

determine to do? What did the spy-hunters report on to the council five days 

later? 

6. Did he come to the council when he was summoned there? What did the 

whole council do? How was the mystery of Keesh’s marvelous hunting 

finally unraveled?  

7. What is, in your opinion, the message of the story? What is the author’s 

attitude to the focal  hero and his country men? 

8. Describe the author’s diction and the general tenor of the story. 
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                                     GRIT  OF  WOMEN, p.p. 136-148 

 

 

I. Active Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 136 grit (to have / to show plenty of grit; with grit and will-power) 

p. 138 with sheer grit  

p. 139 to have grit  

p. 139 the grit of women 

p. 138 she’d bank grit against his 

2.  p. 138 a streak of fat (of light, of insanity, of obstinacy)  

3.  p. 136 There is no telling when (how, what, why, etc.) 

4.  p. 138 dead straight (asleep, tired, drunk, sure, calm, etc) 

5.  p. 138 open-and-shut (matter, fact) 

6.  p. 139 to take sth amiss  

7.  p. 139 to take stock of sth  

8.  p. 140 neither here nor there 

9.  p. 141 the pick of the dogs (the pick of the army) 

10.p. 144 to give tongue to (one’s misery, etc) (to have a ready tongue) 

 

II . Translate the sentences containing the following word combinations. 

 

to keep one’s teeth together; to keep up; to keep down the cry; to keep up with smb; 

to keep on; to keep no count of time 

 

III. Translate the following sentences containing modal verbs and their equivalents. 

 

1. And it is poor policy, unless the gods will it, to venture for from a stove at 

such times, or to increase the quantity of cold atmosphere one must breathe. 

2. But it is not to be inferred from this that it is a fit country for living purposes. 

3. “Oh, I’m not whining. I can take my medicine all right, all right; but I’m just 

decently ashamed of myself, that’s all.” 

4. Wherefore, when I speak harshly of one of your own kind, I know you will 

not take it amiss; and when I speak high of one of my father’s people, you 

will not take it upon you to say, “Sitka Charley is Siwash, and, there is a 

crooked light in his eyes and small honor to his tongue”. 

5. These messages were sealed, and protected shrewdly from the weather, and I 

was to deliver them to the whale ships of the Arctic, icebound by the great 

Mackenzie.  

6. Discussion  was held, and it was said that a man must go forth to the Salt 

Water, and tell to the world our misery. 

7. Give me the pick of your dogs and the best of your grub, and I will go. And 

with me shall go Passuk. 
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8. The darkness was at its worst, and at midday the sun could not clear the sky 

line to the south. 

9. Long Jeff swore he would die before he hit the trail again. 

10. So I turned to her and said, “This man has been dealt unfair. Shall I give him 

of our grub a portion?” 

 

IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. “Oh! Oh! OH!” a young fellow, lying asleep in his furs, <…> raised a moan 

of pain, and without waking increased the pitch and intensity of his anguish. 

2. And thereat, with pitiless goodwill, he was pitched upon and rolled and 

thumped and pounded by half-a-dozen willing comrades. 

3. “I’ve run across country, <…> and hardened myself in all manner of ways; 

and then I pilgrim it into this God-forsaken land and find myself an 

effeminate Athenian without the simplest rudiments of manhood!” 

4. An’ best in your favor, you hain’t got that streak of fat in your make-up 

which has sent many a husky man to the bosom of Abraham afore his right 

and proper time. 

5. “Brothers, my blood is red with Siwash, but my heart is white. To the faults 

of my fathers I owe the one, to the virtues of my friends the other.” 

6. Never was there so great a river, forgetting only our Yukon, the Mother of 

all Rivers. 

7. Here I had counted on grub; and here I had counted on leaving Long Jeff, 

who was whining and trail-sore. 

8. And they went away, like drunken men, through the Silence toward Pelly. 

9. Passuk looked at the man, and at me, as though she were of two minds, like 

a mother partridge whose young are in trouble. 

10.  In pain the babe sucks his first breath, in pain the old man gasps his last,  

and all the days are full of trouble and sorrow; yet he goes down to the open 

arms of Death stumbling, falling, with head turned backward, fighting to the 

last. 

 

V.  Questions  and  tasks. 

 

1. Describe the Arctic camp, the cold snap outside the tent and the desperate 

attempts to keep up the warmth inside. 

2. What did the men mean by saying that having “grit” was far more important 

and fit for leaving in the north than “the streak of fat” in big, bulky men? 

3. What story did Sitka Charley tell his comrades? What kind of woman was 

Passuk? How did he happen to settle on the ice-rim of the Bering Sea? What 

service was he in? 
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4. Speak of the hardships that befell Sitka Charley and Passuk when they came 

to Forty Mile. Why was it Sitka Charley who was chosen to go to Haines 

Mission and tell them of the famine?  

5. Who insisted on joining Sitka Charley and Passuk? Was Long Jeff as good 

as his word? Why did Sitka always give him his fair share of food in spite of 

the man’s worthlessness and meanness?  

6. Whom did they meet on the way? Were they reliable and trustworthy? 

7. How did they pass over the ice bridge when they reached the river? Describe 

Long Jeff’s behavior. What did Passuk finally do?  

8. Describe the Indian they met on their way to Pelly. What did he feed on? 

Why did Passuk weep all night? 

9. What did Sitka think of life and death when death was so close to them? 

How did Sitka Charley and Passuk tell each other of their love. 

10.  Speak on the episode when Passuk tells Sitka of her brother whom she 

denied a morsel of food for the love for Sitka. What did Sitka do with the 

well-filled pouch Passuk saved for him? Who was always by his side and led 

him towards the place of destination?  

11. What are your impressions of the story? Comment on the title and the 

message of the story. 
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                       THE  WISDOM  OF  THE  TRAIL, p.p. 149-156 

 

I. Active Vocabulary.  

 

1. p.149  (not) to be slow do sth; to be quick to do sth  

2. p. 149  to expatriate oneself  

3. p. 149  beyond (within) the pale of (the honor, the law)                                   

p. 154  to find sth beyond smb                                                                          

p. 154 to pass beyond the stage of (suffering, endurance)  

      4.  p. 151  to try to the uttermost/to the utmost 

      5.  p. 151  to harbor no objections (no illusions, no fears; a grudge; a suspicion;   

real  intentions) 

      6.   p. 252  to talk (speak, keep) to the point (to be off the point/beside the point) 

7. p. 151 it robbed him of his reason (the shock robbed her of her power of 

speech) 

8. p. 152 to do sth at no man’s beck ( to be at smb’s beck and call) 

9. p. 154 to be the acme of injustice (to reach the acme of elegance/of 

perfection/of skill) 

10. p. 156 by the law (by/under/against/within the law; law-abiding citizens)  

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following words. Translate the sentences 

containing these words. 

 

to compass, to divine, cumulative, to cringe (before smb), hideous, scab, icebound, 

indomitable, to allot, to scorch  

 

III. Translate the following sentences with inverted word-order containing clauses 

of unreal condition.  

 

1. Had it been a woman of his own race he would have harbored no objections; 

but these women of the Southland – no, no, they were too soft, too tender, 

for such enterprises.  

2. Had there been a softness and appeal to mercy in the eyes, a tremble to the 

voice, a taking advantage of sex, he would have stiffened to steel; instead 

her clear-searching eyes and clear-ringing voice, her utter frankness and tacit 

assumption of equality, had robbed him of his reason. 

3. “<…> But hereafter let them remember, if it should happen, they do not…” 

he touched his rifle carelessly, grimly. 

4. And their feet would have yet trod many trails had not destiny brushed the 

clouds aside and cleared the air. 
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IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. They cringed before him like a brace of snarling wolf-dogs, too cowardly to 

spring, too wolfish to cover their fangs.  

2. A light breath of air blew from the south, nipping the exposed portions of 

their bodies and driving the frost in needles of fire, through fur and flesh to 

the bones.   

3. He knew her feet had been born to easy paths and sunny lands, strangers to 

the  mocassined pain of the North,  unkissed by the chill lips of the frost 

<…>. 

4. The flesh yielded, the will conquered; but each triumph was a tragedy. 

5. He rarely rested, for he knew the penalty exacted by the frost.  

6. Even Mrs. Eppingwell’s lips were at last set in a stony smile, and her eyes, 

seeing, saw not. 

7. They did not offer any [food] to Joe; but he did not mind. He did not mind 

anything, not even his mocassins, which scorched and smoked among the 

coals. 

8. A crystal mist of snow fell about them, softly, caressingly, wrapping them in 

clinging robes of white. 

9. Think not to cheat the law. 

 

V. Questions  and  tasks. 

 

1. What sort of knowledge did Sitka Charley possess? In what away did it 

affect his attitude towards his own people? Describe his relationships with 

Kao-Chuete and  Gowhee. 

2. Describe the process of getting a fire started and pitching a fly (a tent). Did 

Sitka Charley sit by the fire then? 

3. Who came into view when he turned back over the course he had come? 

Describe Captain Eppingwell’s wife. Why did Sitka Charley cherish a great 

regard for Mrs. Eppingwell? What had come into his life with her presence?  

4. Whom did he also meet when he continued on his back-trip? How did he 

force the two Indians to go back and retrieve the man they had deserted?  

5. What did he peremptorily tell the Indians? Why did he speak their native 

tongue?  

6. Describe the line of march as the people slowly progressed staggering and 

stumbling onward. What did the two Indians who dragged on Joe do when 

they lagged behind? How did Sitka Charley guess what they were doing? 

7. Speak on the final episode of the story. Was Sitka Charley’s verdict wise, 

fair and reasonable? What did he ask the Indians about before he executed 

the death sentence?  

8. Comment on the title of the story. What did the law of the trail mean? Why 

was it so severe and implacable? 
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                                  THE  WHITE  MAN’S  WAY, p.p. 157-169 

 

I.  Active  Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 157  to pull one’s tangled wits together (to gather/collect one’s wits) 

2. p. 159  in token that (as a token of)  

p. 163  in  token of  

      3.   p. 159  to impute sth to smb (to impute the crime to smb) 

      4.   p. 159  with a sense of justice (of optimism/confidence/well-being/balance 

                                                             of foreboding/unease/panic  

                                                             of humour 

                                                             of smell/taste/touch, etc. 

5 p. 159  to temper sth (the severity of the words/idealism with reality; sunny 

days tempered by a light breeze  

5. p. 159 to grip hold of sth (to take/grab/catch/get hold of sth (of the idea that)) 

6. p. 160  to address smb as equal addresses equal 

7. p. 160  to straighten up (with an effort)  

8. p. 161  to sneer at smb/ sth (at the absurdity of sth) 

9. p. 160  to do sth in the same way 

p. 161  (it is) the way of smb (of the white man) 

p. 162  that is smb’s way 

p. 162  to be wise in the way of sth (doing sth) 

p. 167  there is no way for smb to do sth 

p. 167  there is but one way to do sth 

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following adjectives. Translate the 

sentences containing these words. 

 

blear-eyed, vacuous, implacable, gustatory, placid, querulous, irrepressible  

 

III. Translate the following sentences with inverted word-order 

 

1. Nor would I have stopped there had my dogs been less tired or had the rest 

of the village been inhabited.  

2. He was oppressed by the weight and the torment of this thing called life, and 

still more was he oppressed by the fear of death. 

3. Ever was he a mighty hunter, and ever did he bring thee the good back fat 

and the sweet dried tongues of the moose and the caribou. 

4.  Always does the Indian do the one thing in the one way. 

5. Always does the moose come down from the high mountains when the 

winter is here. 

6. Always does the salmon come in the spring when the ice has gone out of the 

river. 
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7. Always does everything do all things in the same way, and the Indian knows 

and understands. 

8. Such is the law of travel in a strange country. 

9. Likewise is there a white man’s medicine man, what you call missionary. 

10. Then is all the village in great trouble. 

 

IV. Translate the following sentences. Describe the stylistic device underlined in 

the exercise. 

 

1. <…> Zilla had favored me with a sour face and a contemptuous grunt.  

2. His was that eternal  tragedy of the aged, with whom the joy of life has 

departed and the instinct for death has not come.    

3. The white speaks true. Always does the white man speak true. 

4. When man takes your meat, or your canoe, or your wife, you kill that man. 

5. There is bacon, and bread, and beans without end.  

6. Yamikan always spoke soft words and ran away from wrath as a dog  from a 

stick. 

7. He scowled at Zilla, whose withered lips were again writhing into speech, 

and compelled her to silence. 

8. And always did he return to sit by the fire and hunger for yet other and 

unknown far places.  

9. It was not a sickness of the body, but of the head. It was a sickness of desire.  

10. “How was I to know the way of the white man is never twice the same?” the 

old man demanded, whirling upon me fiercely. “How was I to know that 

what the white man does yesterday he will not do today, and that what he 

does today he will not do tomorrow?” Ebbits shook his head sadly. 

 

V.  Questions and tasks. 

 

1. Was the narrator a welcome guest in Ebbits’ cabin? Were the host and the 

hostess trying to be hospitable to him? Describe the old man and his wife. 

What was their behavior like? 

2. How did the conversation start? What did the old man and his wife accuse 

the white man of? Why is the old man puzzled at the white man’s ways of 

doing things? 

3. Speak on the story of an Indian, Mobits by name, as retold by the old man. 

Why does he call the law of the white man no other than foolishness?  

4. What happened to Moklan, the old man’s son? What was the most 

characteristic trait of Moklan? How did the missionary treat the old man 

when the latter came to him to collect the debt as was the Indian custom?   

5. Comment on the episode describing the story of a young Indian called 

Yamikan. 

6. How did his adventure affect the other old man’s son? Speak on the tragic 

end of Bidarshik. 
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7. Comment on the old man’s words characterizing the white man’s way as 

never regular, rule-abiding or consistent. Why is it incomprehensible to the 

old Indian? Does the white man follow the eternally constant laws of nature? 
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                              ALL  GOLD  CANYON, p.p. 170-189 

 

I.  Active Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 176  to pan up (off) the stream  

2. p. 176  in the throes of sth (of a struggle, of a bitter conflict/of love/of 

passion);(the final/last/death throes of sth) 

3. p. 177,180  the apex of sth (of the mountain /of the triangle/of one’s career)  

p. 188 at the zenith (the sun was at the zenith; the zenith of one’s fame; at 

the zenith of fame) 

      4.   p. 179  a stepping-stone (to a career in sth; on one’s way to) 

      5.   p. 179 to be oblivions to (fatigue/the passage of time/the noise around) 

            p. 179 to pass out of one’s mind 

      6.   p. 180  in one’s mind’s eye (the mind’s eye) 

      7.   p. 182  (one’s) meeting point 

      8.   p. 172, 183 to burst/ rip/tear/pull sth asunder (= apart) 

      9.   p. 184  a premonition of danger (to have a premonition of sth; the 

premonition of sth came to smb) 

     10.  p. 185 to be in a trap (to be caught in a trap of sth (of poverty, etc.);to be 

lured into the trap; to fall into the trap of sth (of doing sth) 

 

II. Study the metaphorical meaning of the underlined words. Translate the 

sentences, containing these phrases.  

 

the heart of the canyon, the lip of the pool, a sigh of wind, the patches of light and 

shade, the voice of the stream; smoke of life; the warm, sweet breath of the canyon 

garden; virgin gold; the torn bosom of the hillside; every fighting fiber of his body; 

the boisterous trail of life 

 

III. Translate the following sentences. Define the- ing- form and its function.  

 

1. The motion of all things was a drifting in the heart of the canyon. 

2. His sensitive, quivering nostrils scented the air. 

3. A sound of scrambling accompanied the song, and the spirit of the place fled 

away on the heels of the red-coated buck. 

4. He took in the scene with one embracing glance, then ran his eyes over the 

details to verify the general impression. 

5. Thinking was in him a visible process. 

6. Still lying on the stomach, he studied the hill formation long and carefully. 

7. He could not forbear another survey of the hill before filling the pan farther 

down the stream. 

8. Each pan proved empty of gold, and the fact, instead of discouraging him, 

seemed to give him satisfaction. 

9. Returning to where he had started operations, he began to pan up the stream. 
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10. Pan by pan he went up the stream, the tall of results steadily decreasing. 

 

IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. The air was drowsy with its weight of perfume. 

2. And from all about rose the low and sleepy hum of mountain bees – feasting 

sybarites that jostled one another good-naturedly at the board, nor found 

time for rough discourtesy.  

3. It was a spirit of peace that was not of death, but of smooth-pulsing life, of 

quietude that was not silence of movement that was not action, of repose that 

was quick with existence without being violent with struggle and travail. 

4.  It was a steady, monotonous, singsong  voice. 

5. Like a shepherd he herded his flock of golden specks so that not one should 

be lost. 

6. Here resided “Mr. Pocket” – for so the man familiarly addressed the 

imaginary point above him on the slope <…>. (pocket- карман, гнездо, 

вкрапление (обыкн. богатой руды) [Новый Большой англо-рус. словарь: 

В 3-х т. /Под ред. Ю.Д. Апресяна. – T.2] 

7. A fever seemed to be growing in him, nor did the increasing richness of the 

test pans allay this fever.  

8. Twenty cents, thirty cents, fifty cents, sixty cents, were the values of the gold 

found in the pans, and at nightfall he washed his banner pan, which gave 

him a Dollar’s worth of gold dust from a shovelful of dirt. 

9.  His was the feeling as when a cloud passes over the sun.  

 

V. Questions  and  tasks.  

 

1. Describe the poetic image of the canyon in the springtime drawn by the 

author. What was the spirit of the place? Did the red- coated buck feel this 

spirit of peace?  

2. Who suddenly came into view? Describe the man, his appearance, mood, 

thought, speech. 

3. Was he satisfied with the result of surveying the sidehill and the subsequent 

panning up of the stream? Did he feel discouraged or elated when with each 

washing decreased the number of golden specks?  

4. Where did he go afterwards? Describe the horses he brought to the stream. 

Why did he put off cooking and begin a third line of test pans? What was the 

result of the test? What did the inverted V-side mean to him? 

5. What did he have for supper? 

6. What did he do when he awoke? Did he resist the temptation to work? What 

did he have for breakfast? Did he have anything for dinner?   

7. Describe the feverish desire for work that became an obsession with him.  
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8. When and how was the miner seized with a premonition of danger? Did he 

spring up or look around? How did he come to realize that he was in a trap? 

What course of actions did his instinct, intellect and craft debate undertaking? 

9. How did he feel when he was suddenly shot in the back? What did his 

antagonist do when the miner lay motionless at the bottom of the hole? 

Describe the fierce struggle of the two men. Why was the pocket miner 

sobbing? What did he do with the corpse? 

10. What did he do after he filled the hole? Did he have much gold to load his 

horse with? Comment on the closing lines of the story. Are they concordant 

with the beginning of the story?       
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                                                 MAUKI, p.p. 190-204 

 

I.  Active  Vocabulary . 

 

1. p. 190  to gain/get/establish a foothold (on the island, in the trade, in the 

market) 

2. p. 191  to be catholic in one’s tastes  

3. p. 194  bệche-de-mer English 

4. p. 194,199  to keep one’s word   

      5.   p. 194  more dead than alive 

      6.   p. 194  to be homesick  

            p. 195  in the throes of homesickness 

      7.   p. 197  good riddance (to smb)  

      8.   p. 198  to preach the (white man’s) gospel (to take sth as gospel; gospel 

truth) 

      9.   p. 199  for better or worse 

      10. p. 199  to have a will of one’s own 

                        to have a way of one’s own  

                        to have/get one’s own way 

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following words pertaining to the coastal 

life. 

 

oyster, turtle shell, clam, ray fish,schooner, ketch, cutter, rafter, canoe, out rigger 

canoe, the man-of-war, warship, whaleboat, seafaring, to swim ashore, to drop 

anchor, to land on the shore atoll, high island, detached (uninhabited) islet, coral 

beach of; to sail up/down/away, drift, steer 

 

III. Insert the proper preposition and translate the sentences. 

 

1. Mauki’s  father was chief – the village – Port Adams, and thus, – birth a salt-

water man, Mauki was half amphibian. 

2. He knew the way – the fishes and oysters, and the reef was an open book – 

him. 

3. The way back – New Georgia, the schooner dropped anchor – Maran Sound, 

which lies – the southeastern extremity – Guadaleanar.  

4. It will be a case, I imagine, – Mauki getting Bunster, or Bunster getting 

Mauki, and good riddance – either event. 

5. Inside this ring – sand is a mighty lagoon studded – coral patches. 

6. Not even a white missionary has landed – its shore. 

7. There was no escaping – Lord Howe.  

8. Mauki had no idea – the sort – master he was to work  –. 

9. He knew all about Mauki, and gloated – the coming – possession – him. 
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10. But there was no way – which to avoid offending the white man, who 

seemed offended – life. 

 

IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. Mauki was catholic in his tastes. In the various smaller holes [ear-holes] he 

carried such things as empty rifle cartridges, horseshoe nails, copper screws, 

pieces of string, braids of sennit, strips of green leaf, and, in the cool of the 

day, scarlet hibiscus flowers. 

2. But in spite of embellishments, Mauki had a nice face. It was really a pretty 

face, viewed by any standard, and for a Melanesian it was a remarkably 

good-looking face. 

3. The chin was weak, and the mouth was weak.  

4. When Mauki was a young man of seventeen, Fanfoa got out of tobacco. He 

got dreadfully out of tobacco.  

5. Mauki was sorely frightened when they brought him on board the schooner. 

He was a lamb led to the slaughter.  

6. White men were ferocious creatures. 

7. Furthermore, it was ten years since he had been stolen from Port Adams by 

Fanfoa, and he was homesick. He was even homesick for the slavery under 

Fanfoa. 

8. The villages were burned, the canoes smashed, the chickens and pigs killed, 

and the precious cocoanut trees chopped down.  

9. Even the dogs and pigs got out of the way, while the king was not above 

hiding under a mat.  

10. And Mauki soon learned that there were white men and white men.       

 

V. Questions  and tasks.  

 

1. Describe the main character of the story. What were the three taboos he had 

to strictly observe? Is the description of his appearance given in a serious or 

a humourous key? Comment on the contrast between his effeminate 

appearance and the inward strength of his character. What does the author 

mean by calling him “half amphibian”?  

2. What happened to him when he was seven years old? Whom did he become 

a slave of? What did Fanfoa do with the recruiting vessel when he got out of 

tobacco?  

3. What did Fanfoa order Mauki, his slave, to do? Why was Mauki frightened? 

How did he happen to pledge himself to toil for three years on the 

plantations?  

4. What kind of work was he put to when he was landed on New Georgia?  

What other jobs did he also do? What things did he learn there? 

5.  Did Mauki like the plantation? How many times did he attempt to run away? 
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6. When was he made a house- boy? What was his plan of escape? What did he 

equip the boat with? Was this attempt to flee successful? What did the white 

men do with the runaways  whom they captured? What was Mauki put to do? 

What did his overall fine amount to?  

7. Speak of the other attempts Mauki made to run away that followed. Where 

was he sent as the one adjudged as an incorrigible? Did he arrive there? How 

did he come to be clapped in irons? Did he give up his attempts? What was 

the sum of years he finally owed the Company as a fine? 

8. What place did Mr. Haveby, the island manager of the Company, resolve to 

send Mauki to get rid of him? How were the inhabitants of Lord Howe 

conquered and brought to total submission? 

9. What kind of man was Max Bunster? What did he do with the colonial 

officials sent to replace him? What did the island look like when Bunster 

chanced to pass through?     

10. Did Mauki know the sort of master he was now to work for? Was Bunster 

like the other white men? What was the first lesson Mauki learned? How did 

Bunster torment Mauki?  What were his most offensive and torturous  tricks?  

11. What did Mauki do when Bunster was suddenly overcome by a severe attack 

of ague? What did he say to the king and the prime ministers of the village? 

Speak of  his revenge on Bunster. Were they quits? What did he do with the 

white man’s head?  

12. What did he load the cutter with? What was the destination place of the 

sailing boat? Did he stop at Port Adams? What did he do at the bush village? 

Who ruled in Port Adams when his father died? 

13. What did the Company’s message remind him of? Why did the captain of 

the Schooner bring him the money price of Mauki’s labor for the Company? 

What is the most precious possession of his collection? What symbolic 

meaning do the villagers ascribe to the white man’s head?  

14. Speak on the message of the story. How does the main character impress 

you? 
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                                     YAH!  YAH!  YAH! p.p. 205-216 

 

I.  Active  Vocabulary. 

 

1. p. 206  to rule sth with an iron hand 

2. p. 206  cantankerous  

3. p. 210  to dismiss the subject (to dismiss doubts/hesitations/to dismiss the 

idea/the information/a possibility  

4. p. 210  to fall from smb’s lips (to escape one’s lips) 

5. p. 210  atrocious  

6. p. 210  to lie at anchor 

7. p. 211  to fight at hand grapples (to grapple with smb/sth; to grapple with a 

difficulty/a task/a problem 

8. p. 211 what are you good for? (to be good-for-nothing) 

9. p.212  to be smashed to pieces  

10. p. 214  to quench one’s thirst (for knowledge, etc.,  to quench one’s 

appetite/desire/hatred/love/passion 

 

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following words. 

 

to guzzle; to down (one’s whisky); (his first) tot; to sober up; to pour (one’s 

whisky); to spill (a drop); saturated (with alcohol); whisky-sodden (aura); 

 

III. Translate the following sentences containing modal verbs and their equivalents.  

 

1. He must have been so saturated with alcohol as to defy the lodgment of 

germs. 

2. I could not understand six thousand natives putting up with that withered 

shrimp of a tyrant. 

3. But that there was other history, unwritten, I was yet to learn.  

4. In short, the king slept, and was not to be disturbed. 

5. The abject servility of those magnificent savages was terrifying. How could 

it be? 

6. After what seemed five minutes, though it could not have been more than a 

minute, I saw him flaming whitely upward.   

7. I am an old man, but I swim down to the bottom of the lagoon, and you 

cannot follow me. 

8. I have never seen you fight, yet I know that you are like your brother and 

that you will fight like hell.  

9. I know now that he must have split the ends of the fuses and stuck in match-

heads, because they lighted so quickly.  

10. Two days they kept us there, and the mate would climb up in the rigging to 

mock us and yell, “Yah! Yah! Yah!” <…>.  
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IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. He was a small man, and a withered one, burned inside and outside by 

ardent spirits and ardent sun.  

2. There was no wind – not even a catspaw.   

3. And dance they did, for two mortal hours, under that broiling sun.  

4. As for me, I resolved to keep a bridle on my tongue in the future.  

5. We came upon the schooner, a thousand men, covering the lagoon with our 

canoes. What chance had one white man and three black boys against us?  

6. And what was there for us to do? 

7. And the rifles never ceased talking.  

8. And thereafter the schooners hunter us up and down the lagoon. 

9. True, we were many and they were few.  

10. They drove us, drove us, drove us day by day.  

 

V. Questions  and  tasks.  

 

1. What kind of man was Mc Allister? How did he rule Oolong Atoll? What 

was the natives’ attitude towards the Scotchman? What puzzled the narrator? 

What proves that the natives were warlike and sanguinary in the past? 

2. What happened one hot afternoon? What did  Mc Allister and the narrator 

start speaking about? What did Mc Allister want to prove to his guest? What 

did he command the natives to do?  Were the savages disobedient?  

3. Speak on the episode of the narrator and Old Oti’s fishing together. What 

were they  speaking about? What was Old Oti proud of? Did he confess 

being fearless in the past and frightened now?  

4. What was the narrative told by Old Oti? Why did he call the white men 

“hell”? Why, in his opinion, the white men have conquered the natives?  

5. What do you think of the naïve belief of the natives that the white men will 

fight courageously until they die? What do you ascribe their victory to? Recall 

the episodes of the second mate’s lighting the dynamite sticks; of the men on 

board shooting the natives who had brought them things to trade; of shooting 

every man in the village; of shooting the fowls and the pigs; of burning every 

house on every smallest island; of chasing the natives back and forth, up and 

down.  

6. What did the native people do in token of their total submission? How did 

they materially pay the penalty of their “wrongdoing”? What disease did the 

white men deliberately spread on the island? Why was there a  famine among 

the natives? 
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                     THE  HOUSE  OF  PRIDE, p.p. 217-230 

 

 

I.  Active  Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 217  a vast gulf between (a deep/fathomless/wide gulf; to bridge/widen a 

gulf) 

2. p. 218  to laugh at smb up one’s sleeve 

3. p.  to be on intimate/terms with smb/sth (on good/bad/friendly/speaking/first 

name terms) 

4. p. 221  on that ground (on the ground of; on personal grounds; on what 

ground(s)? to act on good grounds 

5. p. 222  to be judge and jury (to pass/give/render/pronounce judgment on) 

6. p. 222  to get into the scrape (to get into scrapes) 

7. p. 222  to leave smb in the lurch 

8. p. 222  to have no personal spite against smb ( to do sth out of spite) 

9. p. 223  to be up in the air (with some obscure scientific theory)  

10. p. 224  to set smb straight (to set/put/get smb/sth straight)  

 

II. Study the morphemic structure of the following words and their meaning. 

 

obtrusive, fastidious, bestial, dissolute, irresponsible, well-ordered, shameless, 

grossness, righteousness, femaleness, vitality, wastrel, beachcomber, extremist, 

half- breed  

 

III. Translate the following sentences containg phrasal verbs. 

 

1. Nor did he get on better with the army men who took life lightly, drinking 

and smoking and swearing their way through life <…>. 

2. But he had never looked upon his enormous wealth as his own. 

3. Isaac Ford was gone, but he, his son, carried on the good work at least as 

inflexibly if not as masterfully.  

4. Look here, Ford, isn’t it time you let up on Joe Garland? 

5. I should have thought you’d be glad to get him out of the country. 

6. But that’s no reason you should keep on after him the way you do. 

7. People said I went out of my way when I persuaded Mason and Fitch to 

discharge him. 

8. You threw him down, hard; and yet I remember the first day you came to 

school – we boarded, you were only a day scholar – you had to be initiated. 

9. I’m sorry I’ve shaken you up, and at the same time I’m glad.  

10. If your father’s left hand offends you, don’t smite it off. 
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IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. No blood with a ferment in it could have nourished and shaped that long and 

narrow face, those thin lips, lean cheeks, and the small sharp eyes. 

2.  Love was a madness that had never perturbed Isaac Ford.  

3.  “It would be a good way to end your persecution of him”. 

“Persecution?”Percival Ford’s eyebrows lifted  interrogatively.  

4. “Not his fault?” Percival Ford’s thin lips drew tightly. He has always been a 

wastrel, a profligate.” 

5. “You discharged him for inefficiency?”                                                                                         

“For immoral living, if you please.” 

6. Am I to expect tomorrow your  ukase that I give up Scotch and soda or your 

patronage? 

7. Life is one thing to you, another thing to him <…>. You live like an 

anchorite, Joe Garland lives like a good fellow.  

8. Don’t forget one thing – and a little frankness won’t hurt you – it is not fair 

play to saddle another fault on Joe Garland <…>. 

9. “Dr. Kennedy, you have said something terrible, which I cannot allow to 

pass. You must either prove, or,or…”. 

 

V. Questions and  tasks. 

 

1. How did Percival Ford get on with the officers and their wives? Were they 

comfortable in his company? Was he full of life and vitality? What was his 

most salient characteristic?  

2. Did he have a family and children? Why did he think marriage to be beneath 

him? What family did he come from? How was his father’s marriage 

arranged? What was Percival Ford proud of? Why was his father sneered at 

by other traders?  

3. Who came up to him when he was watching  the native people dance? What 

did Doctor Kennedy wish him to do? What did he mildly reproach Percival 

Ford for? What was Percival’s opinion of Joe Garland? What did he 

discharge him for? 

4. Speak on Dr. Kennedy’s attempts to dissuade Percival Ford from his 

misconception. What episodes of his childhood does he remind Percival of ? 

What does he want to prove by antithetically contrasting the two ways of 

living as represented by Percival Ford and Joe Garland?  

5. What made Dr. Kennedy disclose the long- concealed secret of Joe 

Garland’s birth? How did Percival Ford take this skeleton in the family’s 

cupboard? What were his thoughts when he suddenly recognized in Joe the 

wraith of himself and the spit image of his father?   
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6. What thing did the doctor want Percival Ford to understand? What did the 

two half-brothers inherit from their father? Did the old clerk of the Seaside 

Company confirm the assertion of their kinship?  

7. Did Percival Ford’s ideas of love change? How did he understand the 

doctor’s phrase. “The smoke of life”? What overwhelming problem did he 

wrestle with when he saw people enjoying life? How did he restore his 

father to the holy place in his memory? 

8. Comment on the talk between the two brothers. What did Percival Ford 

propose Joe to do? What was the fleeting thought that enabled him to see 

himself and his half brother in true perspective? What was Joe Garland’s 

decision? How does it characterize him? 

9. Comment on the title of the story. What is the message the story conveys?  
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                           KOOLAU  THE  LEPER, p.p. 251-246 

 

I. Active  Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 235 at best (at worst)  

2. p. 238  in single file (to file into/across/past) 

3. p. 239  beyond view (in view; in full view; to come into view) 

p. 240  to come in sight of (within sight of; hidden from sight; disappear 

from sight) 

      4.   p. 239  to recover/to regain one’s confidence (to recover/regain one’s 

consciousness; one’s composure; one’s strength)   

      5.   p. 241  at that  

      6.   p. 241  a massacre 

      7.   p. 243  to gainsay (There was no gainsaying that; to gainsay smb’s 

determination) 

      8.   p. 244  to hurl imprecations (insults; abuse, accusations) at smb  

      9.   p. 244  to lay/to put a curse on smb 

      10. p. 245  to corner smb (There was no cornering him; to have smb cornered) 

 

II .Study the contextual meaning of the following words pertaining to the disease of 

leprosy. 

 

leper, leprosy, gnarled, twisted, maimed, distorted, mangled, stumps (of hands), 

disease-corroded (face), the disease’s ravage, putrefaction, ulcer, scalding (tears), 

lidless (eyes), hairless (brows), to moan, to groan, to whine 

 

III. Translate the following sentences containing modal verbs and their equivalents. 

 

1. And in the old days we did not have to work. 

2. And with them came the Chinese sickness – that which we suffer from and 

because of which they would imprison us on Molokai.      

3. Why did we come back? There must be a reason. 

4. Here we have lived. And here shall we die – unless – unless – there be weak 

hearts among us. 

5. On either side yawned the abyss. A slip, and to right or left the man would 

fall to his death. 

6. If you will live, stay where you are. 

7. Those men are not wiser than goats. They may fall to their deaths. 

8. The shellfire still continued, but he remained; for far below he could see the 

soldiers climbing up. 

9. “You can go now”, said Koolau to the captain. “I will never give myself up. 

That is my last word.” 

10. Why? Why should the wholeness of that wild youth of his change to this? 
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IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. This is not her will. It is not Niuly’s will. It is the will of the white men who 

rule the land. 

2. Today all the islands are theirs, all the land, all the cattle – everything is 

theirs. 

3. They came like lambs, speaking softly. <…> As, I say, they spoke softly. 

4. The Moonlight bathed the scene in silver. 

5. Ours was the land, and behold, the land is not ours. 

6. It was a dance of the living dead.  

7. On either side yawned the abyss.  

8. He advanced slowly. It was like walking a tight rope.  

9. They never knew when they were beaten. That was their fault and their 

virtue.  

10. Free he had lived, and free he was dying.  

 

V. Questions  and  tasks. 

 

1. What did Koolau say to his people? What did he accuse the white men of? 

What disease were his people afflicted with? Who brought it to the island? 

What did Koolau, their king, call on his people to do? What did Kapabei, the 

former judge, say?  

2. Speak on the episode of a love-dance of the crippled natives. 

3. How did the native police come to the natives’ place of refuge? What did the 

sheriff demand? What happened to him and the soldiers who followed the 

sheriff? 

4. When and where from did the police resume the attack? What happened in 

the afternoon? Did the natives expect the soldiers to use shell-guns? Did the 

missiles reach the aim at once? Describe the destructive power of the shell- 

fire. 

5. How did the people try to escape? How did they get out of the gorge? Where 

did Koolau go when he saw his people disappear? Why did he feel proud at 

the moment?  

6. Why did he resist the impulse to warn the soldiers before he opened fire? 

Describe the massacre. Did he feel any sensation at seeing his leprous hands 

burning? 

7. How long did Koolau hold the passage? What did Palau, the leper boy, shout 

down to him from the top at the back wall of the gorge? In what condition 

did he find his people? What did he organize them to do?     

8. What made him  realize that his own people betrayed him? What did he 

think of the white men when they flung a white flag and demanded him 

alone? Why did he become convinced of the hopelessness of his struggle?  
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9. What was the talk between him and the young captain about? What emotions 

was he overcome with when he saw his people passing him by? Why did the 

people hurl curses upon him?  

10. How long did the soldiers mercilessly hunt him? How did they know that he 

was wounded? When did they give up the pursuit?  

11. What place did he climb to die two years later? Describe his condition, 

appearance, and mood. What was his last thought of? 

12. What is the message of the story?      
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                                      THE  CHINAGO,  p.p. 247-260 

 

I.  Active  Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 247  to have no hand in sth (doing sth) (to have a hand in sth) 

2. p. 247  it stands to reason that 

3. p. 248  to render the judgment 

4. p. 250  There is no understanding/explaining smb 

            There is no telling what/how/when 

p. 251  one (smb) could never tell 

      5.   p. 251  at the back of one’s mind 

      6.   p. 251  to arouse sth (a storm of wrath; intense interest in, etc) 

            p. 251  to provoke sth (an outburst of anger) 

      7.   p. 251  on top of it all  

      8.   p. 257  to be of a piece with sth  

      9.   p. 257  to resign oneself to sth (to one’s fate)  

      10. p. 260  to do sth without malice   

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following words. Analyse their morphemic 

structure.   

 

unceasing, explosive, overseer, judgment, brutishness, philosophizing, 

forgetfulness, inscrutableness, to out-toil, prodigiously, mouthpiece, excruciating, 

perplexity, meritorious, vertical, horizontal inexplicable, exultant  

 

III. Translate the following sentences. Insert the proper preposition.  

 

1. It was just so much gabble – Ah Cho, and he marveled – the stupidity – the 

Frenchmen who took so long to find out the  murderer – Chung Ga <…>.  

2. It was true that all the coolies had agreed secretly not to testify – one another 

<…>. 

3. The English Company that owned the plantation had imported into Tahiti, – 

great expense, the five hundred coolies. 

4.  Proceedings were drawing – a close.  

5. He was content – little things and simple pleasures.  

6. The French, with no instinct – colonization, futile – their childish playgame 

– developing the  resources – the island, were only too glad to see the 

English Company succeed.    

7. Besides, he died – sunstroke, as the doctor’s certificate attested. 

8. Not a man – trial had laid hand – Chung Ga.  

9. Schemmer had pointed – the bruises when, – the witness stand, he had 

identified Ah Cho. 

10. Let the Chinagos take the lesson – heart, the Court said finally, for they must 

learn that the law would be fulfilled in Tahiti though the heavens fell. 
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IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise.  

 

1. There was no more testifying, no more gabble of tongues.  

2. Even Ah Chow remained expressionless as a mammy, though it was his head 

that was to be cut off. 

3. The sentence being unexpected was quite what they were accustomed to in 

their dealings with the white devils. 

4. From them a Chinago expected more than the unexpected.  

5. God was usually very remote, while the sergeant was ordinarily very close 

at hand.  

6. It is like killing a chicken with a hatchet.  

7. Pouf! – it is over.  

8. You could hear him yelling a kilometer away.  

9. What was the good of protesting?  

10. Those foreign devils always had their way.  

 

V.  Questions  and  tasks.   

 

1. What did Ah Cho think of the Frenchmen? Did the coolies testify  against 

the murderer in court? What was the thing Ah Cho did not understand?  

2. How did he come to labor on the plantation in Tahiti? When did he expect to 

return home? Why did he resent being in prison? 

3. What kind of man was Ah Cho? 

4.  Describe Karl Schemmer, the overseer. Comment on the colonizers’ double-

standard attitude towards people. Why did they overlook Schimmer’s killing 

a coolie but were only too eager to punish the coolies for the alleged crime 

of murder?  

5. Enlarge on the following: “There was no understanding those white devils. 

Ah Cho pondered their inscrutableness as he sat in the courtroom waiting the 

judgement.” 

6. What scene did he see acted over again, when he sat in the courtroom, with 

closed eyes? Was the real murderer, Ah San, ever suspected of the crime?  

7. What was the court’s verdict? How did the coolies take it? Why were they 

neither  shocked nor grieved when they were taken back to jail? What were 

they accustomed to in their dealings with the white people? How can this 

paradox be explained? What maxim proved a great comfort to the coolies? 

Which of them all was the least perturbed and why? Speak of the striking 

incongruities between the Oriental and the Western mentalities. 

8. Describe Gruchot, the gendarme, as ironically presented by the author.  

What order did he receive from the Chief Justice? How did the Chief Justice 

happen to commit the incorrible error while writing the name of the coolie 

whose head was to be cut off?  
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9. What were Ah Cho’s thoughts when Gruchot took him out of prison and 

drove him away? Why did the gendarme look at him with wonderment? Did 

he believe the coolee’s words explaining  the mistake? Why did he treat 

them as a good joke?  

10. When did the gendarme realize it was really a mistake? What thoughts did 

he lapse into? What lesson had he been taught by the sergeant? What did the 

knowledge of the mistake confirm him of?  

11. Enlarge on the following: “Ah Cho pondered the strange ways of the foreign 

devils. There was no explaining them. What they were doing with him was 

of a piece with everything they did.”  

12.  By what means did Ah Cho endeavour to resign himself to his fate? What 

did he see when the mules brought him to the foot of the scaffold? Why did 

the coolies keep it to themselves when they saw the mistake? Comment on 

the phrase: “Instead of taking the life of one innocent man, they were taking 

the life of another innocent man.”  

13. Who had made the guillotine? Why did he feel exultant? How did the 

sergeant behave after Ah Cho’s words? What was Schemmer’s reaction 

when he also saw the mistake? How did they justify themselves for 

executing the wrong man?  What was Ah Cho’s last thought? 

14. What is the message of the story? 
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                                   A  PIECE  OF  STEAK,  p.p. 261-279. 

 

I.  Active Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 262  to escape notice (observation / a blow /one’s attention)  

2. p. 262,278 to bear smb no ill will (no grudge); (to bear smb no 

malice/spite/bitterness)  

3. p. 265  in one’s palmy days   

p. 268  in one’s heyday  of (youth / glory / invincibleness)  

p. 264  times were hard 

      4.   p. 266  stamina (to have the stamina to do sth; to wear out nerve and 

stamina) 

      5.   p. 266 the iron law (of the game; to rule with an iron hand; to possess an 

iron will) 

      6.   p. 266  to be the last of the old guard (to be one of the old guard) 

      7.   p. 270  to be in line with (the policy of economy)  

      8.   p. 278  pandemonium (to turn the place into the pandemonium)  

      9.   p. 278  hairline (balance / distinction / cooperation) 

      10. p. 279  the outcome of the fight ( of the election, etc.) 

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following words pertaining to boxing.  

 

a hook; a punch; a stroke; a knockout; a clinch;                                                                   

to challenge; to issue (launch) a challenge against smb;                                                     

a quick (fierce, deft, heavy) blow; to deal ( deliver, drive, receive, shower) a blow, 

blows;                                                                                                                                         

to clinch, to duck, to block, to feint, to faint 

 

III .Translate the following sentences with inverted word-order.  

 

1. Nor had he ever been known to pick a quarrel.  

2. No longer could he do a fast twenty rounds <…> .  

3. He acknowledged salutations right and left, though few of the faces did he 

know.  

4. But little could he see, for Sandel, like himself, had trousers and sweater on 

over his ring costume. 

5.  Always were these youngsters rising up in the boxing game, springing 

through the ropes and shouting their defiance <…>. 

6. <…> while behind them, ever pressing on them, was youth eternal - <…> 

youth that must have its will and that will never die.  

7. Not alone had he learned never to make a superfluous movement <…>.  

8. Had he fought like Sandel, he would not have lasted fifteen minutes. 

9. They were not heavy blows, yet so weak and dazed was Sandel  that he went 

down and lay quivering.  
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10. Thus were his vital points guarded, while he lurched forward toward King in 

the hope of effecting a clinch and gaining more time.  

 

IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. Yes, youth was the Nemesis.  

2. For youth was ever youthful. It was only age that grew old.  

3. He occasionally feinted, shook his head when the weight of a punch landed, 

and moved stolidly about, never leaping or springing or wasting an ounce of 

strength.  

4. Sandel must foam the froth of youth away before discreet age could dare to 

retaliate.  

5. It was like a sleepy-seeming lion suddenly thrusting out a lightning  paw.  

6. Two more rounds went by in which King was parsimonious of effort and 

Sandel prodigal. 

7. Stamina and endurance were his to an extreme degree, and they were the 

virgin Stamina and endurance of youth.  

8. He had outgeneraled him, outfought him, outpointed him.  

9. Ah, that piece of steak would have done it! <…> It was all because of the 

piece of steak.  

10. He remembered back into the fight to the moment when he had Sandel 

swaying and tottering on the hairline balance of defeat. 

 

V. Questions  and  tasks. 

 

1. Describe Tom King as the author introduces him in the story. Comment on 

the lines: “Fighting was a business with him. In the ring he struck to hurt, 

struck to maim, struck to destroy; but there was no animus in it.”  

2. What was he thinking about staring at his hands? What feeling was he 

oppressed by?  Did his meager supper abate the longing for food?  

3. What were his recollections of his palmy days? Would he have chosen a 

different life if he had had a chance?  Comment on the episode of his fight 

with Stowsher Bill.    

4. What was the iron law of the game? 

5. Why did they now try the youngsters on him? Who was Sandel whom they 

put up against old Tom King?  

6. How did the waiting crowd greet him when he came down to the square ring? 

Who was the referee?  

7. What were Tom’s thoughts of the young and the old when the challenges 

went on? 

8.  Describe the fight between Tom and Sandel. What was the  usual way of 

youth to start the fight? Did Tom play the game in the same rush manner? 

What was the impression his game gave to the audience?  
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9. Describe the third round. Why was Sandel shaken? What did Tom and 

Sandel do when the gong struck? Why was a slight matter of a few steps to 

the waiting stool so important?  

10. How did two more rounds go by? When was Sandel’s pink of condition 

gone? What did he think of Tom King now? What did Sandel lack, in Tom’s 

opinion? 

11. What was there to know about the clinches? What happened in the ninth 

round? What was Sandel’s chief asset? What was King’s asset? What lesson 

had his experience taught him?  

12. What happened in the tenth round? How did Sandel manage to keep Tom 

dazed? How did Tom manage to recover and perfectly timing his blows 

smash  them on Sandel’s head?  

13. Why was Tom King disappointed? What phrase flashed into his mind? Why 

didn’t Tom manage to recuperate?  

14. What bluff did Sandel start the eleventh round with? How did the audience 

take Tom’s apparent superiority? What was Tom’s last chance? Why didn’t 

King’s fierce blows produce the desired effect? Why did Sandel rise after a 

shower of smashing blows?  

15. What was the  outcome of the fight? Did Tom bear any grudge against the 

young man? What did he remember when he cried with his face covered 

with his hands? 
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                                          THE  APOSTATE, p.p. 280-299 

 

I. Active Vocabulary.  

 

1. p.p. 281,291  on the instant  

2. p. 281  to be adamant on sth (to be hard as adamant upon one thing; I am 

adamant on this point) 

3. p. 282  not to be much of a talker/an eater/a scholar/a teacher/a dinner  

4. p. 286  off and on  

5. p. 287  to take the edge off of smb (to be (all) on edge; to set the teeth on 

edge) 

6. p. 287  to measure the world with the yardstick of  

7. p. 287 the ring-leader 

8. p. 294  to be deaf/ blind to smb/sth (to advice) (to turn a deaf ear to sth); (to 

turn a blind eye to sth) 

9. p. 295  to be/seem lost in sth/doing sth 

            to be greatly absorbed in/doing sth 

10. p. 297  to be blasphemy (blasphemous) to smb  

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the words denoting the emotional state. 

Translate these words. 

 

belligerence, tension, peevishness, irritability, nervousness, keyed up, moody, 

sweet, placid, sedate, torpid, drowsy  

 

III.  Insert the proper preposition and  translate the following sentences. 

 

1. The threat had no effect – the boy. 

2. He clung stubbornly – sleep fighting – its oblivion as the dreamer fights – 

his dream. 

3. The hot and muddy liquid went – the name – coffee. 

4.  It was clear and cold, and Johny shivered – the first contact – the outside air. 

5. When he did so, he was compelled to shout – the top – his lungs, – which 

moments his face was ludicrously contorted – the strain – making himself 

heard. 

6. He was peevish and irritable, that they knew; but the spirit – adventure lured 

them – teasing him. 

7. He worked – high tension, and the result was that he grew nervous. 

8. No child works – the night shift and remains a child.  

9. He was ravenous – the sweets that only on red-letter days he had ever tasted 

– his life. 

10. He was dissatisfied – the manner – which he had spent the quarter.  
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IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

1. It was a greasy, filthy sink. 

2. The hands stood at half-past five. The rest of the factory world was just 

arousing from sleep. 

3. There had been a time … but that was long ago, very long ago. 

4. From the perfect worker he had evolved into the perfect machine.  

5. It seemed to him as useless to oppose the overseer as to defy the will of a 

machine.  

6. “Machine idle?”the inspector asked, pointing at the unoccupied machine 

beside Johny’s, in which the part-filled bobbins were flying like mad. 

7. It was as though the life-blood of the one had been diverted into the other’s 

veins.  

8. Then the mother arrived, an anaemic whirlwind of solicitude and maternal 

wrath. 

9. Yesterday or  last year were the same as a thousand years – or a minute. 

10. This was sickness beyond any sickness she had ever known. 

 

V. Questions  and tasks. 

 

1. Describe the process of the mother’s awakening the son. What did Johny do 

when he awoke?  

2. What were mother and son speaking about at breakfast? What did he have 

for his meal? 

3. What brought both of them to their feet? Where did they go? Describe 

Johny’s workplace and the process of work. Comment on the line: “He was 

the perfect worker.” 

4. How did Johny come to work at the factory?  

5. Did he take any notice of what was going around? How did he accept things?  

6. Speak on the visit of the Inspector.  What did the inspector and the 

superintendant speak about? Was the inspector really interested in the boy’s 

health and care? 

7. Did the one-legged boy escape the Inspector’s notice?  

8. What was Johny’s  attitude to his younger brothers and sisters? What did he 

do after supper was over?  

9. Speak on the episode of his younger brothers teasing Johny. Comment on 

the phrase: “His life had early been embittered by continual giving over and 

giving way to Will.” What did Johny do when Will thrust out his tongue at 

him? 

10. What was the mother’s attitude to the brothers’ row? What did she say to the 

neighbor woman later in the evening? 

11. What chanced to bring into his monotonous toil a variety and a ray of 

happiness? What was the incentive that developed him into a remarkable 

worker?   
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12. How did the work affect his mind and body?  

13. Describe the process of his precocious growing into maturity. How old was 

he when he fell in love?  When did his adolescence begin? When did the 

full-blown manhood come?  

14. What were the great events of his life? Dwell on the episode of his finding a 

silver quarter and the torments of conscience when he spent the money on 

“the candy debauch “and” the orgy”. 

15. Comment on the phrase: “there was one other memory of the past, dim and 

faded, but stamped into his soul everlasting by the savage feet of his father.” 

16. Where did he go to work when he was fourteen? Why did he think of it as a 

colossal event marking an era? How did he celebrate his sixteenth birthday? 

What was the impact of his skill on the financial situation in the family? 

17. Was there any joyousness in his life? What was his only illusion? 

18. Speak of the episode of Johny’s suffering from a severe attack of the grippe. 

Who visited Johny on the first day of his convalescence?  

19. How did Johny’s mother take his refusal to go to work? What was the 

doctor’s diagnosis?  

20. How did he announce his going away? How did he explain his decision to 

his mother? Did the  thought  of the brothers and sisters rankle him? 

21. Comment on the phrase: “A wan delight came into his face at the sight of 

the lone tree. <…> There was no bitterness in him, nothing but an inordinate 

hunger for rest.” 

22. What is the message of the story? Comment on the title of the story.  
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                                                       BULLS,  p.p. 300-313  

 

 

I.  Active  Vocabulary.  

 

1. p. 301  to be keyed up over sth 

2. p. 301, 304  to pass the word along 

p. 304  to carry the word  

     3.  p. 303  Count me out. (That does not count. There are ten of us counting the 

children. Every little counts. To count for nothing.) 

4 .    p. 303  to cut smb to the raw/to the heart/to the quick 

5 .    p. 305  it rarely pays to do sth  

             It always pays to buy good things 

6 .    p. 307  to ride (go) at a snail’s pace  

7 .    p. 308  under (on) the pretext of sth/doing sth)  

8 .    p. 308  It’s no go. (The plan is no go, to make a go of sth 

9 .    p. 309  to grind sth to pieces/to powder/to dust 

10  p. 313  Life is not all beer and skittles.  

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following words, pertaining to the life of 

tramps. 

 

a tramp; hobo; stiff; gay-cat; quarry; gamin; to give chase; to get a chase; to at 

smb’s heels; to give up the pursuit; to hunt tramps; to manhandle tramps; to size up 

(the hobo);  a swift get-away from  

 

III. Translate the following sentences containg clauses of real and unreal condition.  

 

1. If the tramp were suddenly to pass away from the United States, widespread 

misery for many families would follow. 

2. He explained that if we didn’t dig up, he’d lock us in and carry us on to 

white river and turn us over to the authorities.  

3. Should  I be eighty years old, hobbling along the street on crutches, and 

should a policeman suddenly reach out for me, I know I’d drop the crutches 

and run like a deer. 

4. I didn’t dare stop them. If I had, I’d have pitched forward.  

5. If that bull had any imagination, he must have thought me a traveler from 

other worlds, the man from Mars just arriving; for in the darkness he hadn’t 

seen me swing from the train. 

 

IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. I succeeded in eluding some predatory constable <…>. 
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2. The hobo defies society, and society’s watchdogs make a living out of him. 

3. I told a “story” that would have melted the heart of any mug; but it didn’t 

melt the heart of that sordid money grasper of a shack.  

4. This automatic process [a swift get-away from the “bulls”, the constables] 

has become a mainspring of conduct in me, wound up and ready for instant 

release. 

5. It was during a week of scorching weather. 

6. Every afternoon I sat on a bench and read, and went on a milk debauch.  

7. One afternoon I arrived at the park, a fresh book-purchase under my arm and 

a tremendous buttermilk thirst under my shirt. 

8. Then, from the sounds I heard and from a glimpse I caught, I knew that it 

was a bunch of gamins playing pee-wee. 

9. I was pretty sick, but I ran. And run I shall, to my dying day, whenever a 

bull begins to explain with a club.  

10. And yet I ran – blindly, madly, like a startled deer, for over a block. 

 

V. Questions  and tasks. 

 

1. What was the main character’s attitude to tramps when he was a child? What 

was his father? 

2. Describe the episode of his getting on the freight train when he was hoboing. 

What happened two or three hours later at a stop? 

3. What occurred when the train came to the next stop? What did the head of 

the shack demand? What was his ultimatum?  

4. How did the main character behave? What was the reason for such a 

behavior?  

5. How did he and his mate manage to go out of the train?  

6. Why did all the tramps avoid some towns? What kind of reputation did the 

town of Cheyenne have?  

7. Enlarge on the following ironical statement: “The finishing touch to my 

education in bulls was received on a hot summer afternoon in New York 

City.” Comment on the episode of the gamins playing pee-wee and the 

subsequent events.  

8. What happened years after his tramping days, when narrator went to the 

circus one night? 

9. Speak on his jail experience in different countries as it is ironically described 

by the author. 

10. Describe his precarious adventure with nailing the fast freight out of 

Philadelphia. Why would he neglect the shack’s advice who did not want 

him to risk his life? How did he manage to escape death? Whom did he 

finally run into? Comment on the author’s ability to turn heavy suspense into 

light humour.      
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11. Why does the narrator confess that life on the Road is not all beer and 

skittles? How did he happen to go through so many adventures for nothing, 

having taken the train out the wrong way? 

12. What makes the narrator lead such an eventful life full of risk and adventure?  
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                                              THE  MEXICAN, p.p. 314-338 

 

I. Active Vocabulary. 

 

1. p. 319  to be one’s last stronghold (to have a stronghold in) 

2. p. 321  to go straight to the point 

3. p. 322  I take off my hat to your judgment  

4. p. 323  to get down to terms 

p. 323  to come to brass tasks  

      5.   p. 323  Indian blood was in his veins  

      6.   p. 326  to listen to reason (to bring to reason)  

      7.   p. 334  to be all of a piece  

      8.   p. 335  to pin sth on sth (to pin all on a single punch) 

      9.   p.337  to throw/ cast/ fling all caution to the winds 

     10.  p. 338  to catch smb off one’s guard 

 

II. Study the contextual meaning of the following words Analyse their morphemic 

structure.   

 

unrecognizable, dispassion, threadbare, highhanded, implacable, roughneck, 

stronghold, spendthriftness, lightweight, rawhide, geniality, all-conqueringness, 

immobile, venomous, greasy, foredoomed, instantaneousness, unsportsmanlike 

 

III. Translate the following sentences. Define the ing-form and its  function. 

 

1. The day he first drifted into their crowded, busy rooms they all suspected 

him of being a spy. 

2. He repelled all probing. 

3. He would stand listening, expressionless, a thing dead, save for his eyes, 

coldly burning, while their talk of the revolution ran high and warm. 

4. “To me he is power –he is the primitive, the wild wolf, the striking 

rattlesnake, the stinging centipede,” said Arrellano. 

5.  After hurrying and scurrying, much telephoning and bad language, a night 

session was held in Kelly’s office. 

6. Kelly had been burning the wires East to ever eligible lightweight, but they 

were tied up with dates and contracts. 

7. He was a good actor, and he had found geniality a most valuable asset in the 

game of getting on in the world. 

8. Still further, it had manifested its disapproval of the change by betting two, 

and even three, to one, on Danny.  

9. And where a betting audience’s money is, there is its heart. 

10. All of which was not encouraging.  
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IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise.  

 

1. There was no smile on his lips, no geniality in his eyes.  

2. They [the boy’s black eyes] burned like cold fire, as with a vast, 

concentrated bitterness.  

3. From face to face and speaker to speaker his eyes would turn, boring like 

gimlets of incandescent ice, disconcerting and perturbing to speaker. 

4. He is pitiless as steel, keen and cold as frost. 

5. He is the breath of death.  

6. He is alone … lonely. Her voice broke in a half sob and there was dimness 

in her eyes.  

7. And it was guns and ammunition, ammunition and guns – the unceasing and 

eternal cry.  

8. And he didn’t know the first letter in the alphabet of boxing. Prayne 

chopped him to ribbons. 

9. Barely noticed was Rivera as he entered the ring <…>. The house did not 

believe in him. 

10. It was not a fight. It was a slaughter, a massacre.  

 

V. Questions  and tasks.  

 

1. What was the impression made by Felipe Rivera on the people working for 

the coming Mexican revolution? Did they immediately recognize him as one 

of them, an honest and ordinary revolutionist?  

2. What was the duty assigned to him by Paulino Vera? Why was his request to 

sleep in the rooms of the Junta denied?  

3. How did the revolutionist solve the financial problems? Did they accept his 

help in money matters? Did it change their attitude to the boy?  

4. What was the first task he was entrusted with? Did he follow the instructions 

to the letter?  

5. Why did Rivera’s ways and looks puzzle his colleagues? What did they 

think of him? 

6. Enlarge on the sentence: “The time of the crisis approached.” What was the 

major problem now that the time was ripe for the revolution? What promise 

did Rivera suddenly make? 

7. What problem was Kelly, the fight promoter, confronted with? Did he 

willingly accept the idea of Rivera’s taking the place of Billy Carthey, who 

was badly injured? How did Roberts who discovered Rivera, characterize 

his protégé? 

8. Describe Danny Ward. Did the two fighters take a liking to each other? How 

was the matter settled? What did Rivera insist on? 
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9. Describe the atmosphere of the ring and the two fighters’ behavior. What 

was Danny’s trick?  What did Rivera think of the game, of the advice given 

to him by  his chief second?  

10. What did Rivera fight for? What visions burned before the eye of Rivera’s 

memory? 

11. Describe Danny Ward’s behavior as he appeared and the reaction of the 

audience to his appearance and his way of greeting the opponent. 

12. Describe the contrast the fighters’ bodies presented. 

13. Describe the fight as it started. Why did the audience howl its delight? Was 

it a bum fight or a grudge fight? 

14. Comment on the following: “It was not a fight. It was a slaughter, a 

massacre.” 

15. What amazing thing suddenly happened? Why did Rivera think that all 

Gringoes were against him, even the referee? How did the first round end? 

16. What tactics did Danny try in the third round when he regained his vigor? 

What tactics did Rivera develop in defense? Was the referee fair?  

17. Why did the audience grow impatient and incensed with Rivera? What did 

he think of the audience? 

18. Why did Danny grow desperate? What foul tricks did he employ?  

19.  What made Rivera suspect that he was surrounded by treachery? What did 

Roberts and Kelly tell him to do? 

20. What impending danger did Rivera suddenly sense? How did he manage to 

escape the foul trick of his opponent?  

21. What was beyond the audience’s understanding? Why did Rivera take all the 

blows instead of striking the blows at the opponent’s body? 

22. How did Rivera manage to catch Danny off his guard? How did the fight 

end? Were there any congratulations for Rivera? How did he feel about it? 

23. What is your impression of the story? What idea does the story convey? 
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                                                   PINCHED, p.p. 339-351 

 

I. Active  Vocabulary.   

 

1. p. 340  on the instant 

2. p. 340  to bring sth to light (to come to light; to throw/shed light upon sth) 

3. p. 343  to see the last of sth 

4. p. 344  to lose one’s head over sth (to keep one’s head) 

5. p. 344  to size smb up 

6. p. 344  to know the ropes 

7. p. 347  Take my word for it. 

8. p. 348  in single/Indian file (to march in file) 

9. p. 351  the hearsay tales/evidence (by/from hearsay)  

10. p. 351  to keep one’s tongue between one’s teeth (to hold one’s tongue) 

 

II.  Study the contextual meaning of the following words and word combinations. 

What professional sphere are they connected with?  

 

domicile, hobo, (to claim) residence, fly-cop, bailiff, jail, minor offender, gay-cat, 

to pinch, (convicted) murderer, bank-robber, cuff-mate, cell-mate,  to halt, to 

search, to register, to administer (justice), to saunter, courtroom, cell, iron-cage, 

penitentiary, trial (by jury),  habeas corpus, vagrancy, misdemeanor, administration 

of justice, under sentence, chains, handcuffs 

 

III. Insert the proper preposition and translate the sentences. 

 

1. Then it was up to me to hunt – a place to “kip”. 

2.  The men – each side were hoboes all right, but the man in the middle was 

not. 

3. “What  hotel are you stopping – ?” he queried. 

4. With that “fly-cop” and the two hoboes – my heels, and – the direction of the 

formed, I led the way – the city jail. 

5. At last, when we totaled sixteen, we were led upstairs – the courtroom. 

6. The judge glanced – a bailiff. 

7. Behind me were the many generations – my American ancestry. 

8. One – the kinds – liberty those ancestors – mine had fought and died – was 

the right – trial – jury. 

9. But when I asked – a lawyer, I was laughed  –. 

10. This was all new – me.  

 

IV. Translate the following sentences. Define the stylistic device underlined in the 

exercise. 

 

1. John Law was up and out after the early worm. 
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2. Gay-cat is the synonym for tenderfoot in Hobo Land. 

3. But my American blood was up.  

4. I’d stay those thirty days, and add to the store of material I intended to use, 

when I got out, against the harpies of justice.  

5. I had been denied my right of trial by jury; I had been denied my right to 

plead guilty or not guilty; I had been denied a trial even <…>. 

6. Alas for the futility of human effort! 

7. What had I done? What crime had I committed against the good citizens of 

Niagara Falls that all this vengeance should be wreaked upon me?  

8. All that I  had done was to walk along their sidewalk and gaze at their 

picayune water. And what crime was there in that? 

9. I really was incommunicado so far as the outside world was concerned. 

10. And the more convinced I became, the profounder grew the respect in me 

for the sleuthhounds of the law and for the whole institution of criminal 

justice. 

 

V. Questions and  tasks. 

 

1. Speak on the author’s experience of leading the life of a hobo. Give a short 

account of the major events as presented in the story. Is the “eventful” life of 

a hobo described in a serious or a slightly ironical key? 

2. What feelings does the main character excite in the readers’ hearts? Does the 

author treat the main character and his fellow-hoboes with sympathy or with 

contempt? 

3. What is the author’s biting satire directed at? What goes under the name of 

“John Law?” Speak on the “institution of criminal justice” in the USA as 

ridiculed by the author, i. e. the functions of the police, the court 

proceedings and the jail system.  

4. Does the main character fling  his indignation straight to the face of the law 

functionaries? What makes him keep his tongue between his teeth? 

5. Do you agree with the statement that law protects the rights of the majority 

against the minority? Is it obligatory that law should  be fair, impartial and 

impending?    
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